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Aside from being the genus name for a modern segmented worm and the nickname of a Roman consul associated with both Cicero !whom he helped to defeat the Catiline Conspiracy" and Julius Caesar,
spinther refers, in the Gnostic tradition, to a spark !or ‘splinter’" of transcendental light, awakened with the coming of knowledge. It may be considered, in some situations, an example of the immanent
presence in a living being of pneuma, the spirit. In this sense, spinther stands at the intersection between the physical, phenomenal world and the transcendental, noumenal world.
As has been the case in a number of my recent pieces, spinther is also the title of a light installation by the artist James Turrell.
spinther was written for Ensemble Modelo62
Martin Iddon, Darmstadt/Leeds, July#October 2010

Instrumentation
Flute
Bass Clarinet
Trumpet
Piano
Guitar
Percussion
Violin
Violoncello
Double Bass

Performance instructions
spinther should be extremely quiet throughout. This does not necessarily mean that the physical pressures of breath and bow, for instance, are always very gentle. For some of the techniques indicated, strong
breath, finger, key or bow pressures are necessary to generate even the extremely quiet. It may, too, prove necessary to amplify the ensemble in whole or in part, both to deal with the characteristics of less
resonant spaces and to ensure that some of the very quietest techniques are audible. In general terms, fixed pitches which are produced ordinario may be given a very gentle attack with a diminuendo; all
other ‘events’ may be shaped very gently, such that there is a very small crescendo$diminuendo character. Such shaping should not be at all exaggerated, however.
The piece is written in space$time notation: each dotted barline indicates the passage of 5 seconds of time !the whole piece lasting 7 minutes". An ensemble may decide to perform the piece, then, using
stopwatches !ensuring that unison attacks are adhered to strictly" or with a conductor !transforming each bar effectively into a 5/4 measure, at a tempo of crochet = 60".

Flute
The flute requires a ‘block’ to close off the foot joint of the instrument, which is regularly required throughout the piece. A simple flip$top lever bottle stopper is ideal for this purpose, as the lever allows for
quick opening and closing of the block, though a cork would also serve well !though removal and insertion of the cork is less straightforward in terms of time". The flute also regular has to play phrases which
are significantly longer than a single breath will allow. As much as possible, these should be played as if they are a single line, but with the flautist taking breaths wherever necessary, while endeavouring to
preserve continuity !circular breathing is also entirely acceptable".

When this notation is given, all the holes of the flute !including the foot joint" should be closed. o, h, and c indicated the hole in the head joint should be open, half$open, or closed. This should be achieved
by rotating the flute, such that the hole is closed off by the bottom lip. With the foot joint almost fully closed, the flautist is thus blowing air almost back toward themselves into the small aperture
remaining. With the flute in this position, it is possible to obtain a low pitch a little more than an octave below the flute’s lowest note when the foot joint in open !indicated on the lower stave in
parentheses". This pitch is sounding through air returning back through the head joint. The flautist is also regularly asked to make a transition very slowly and gradually between the fully closed finger position
to another, which, were the foot joint open, would create a multiphonic !also indicated on the lower stave". With the foot joint closed, not all of these multiphonics will sound !or sound in the same way as
they would with the foot joint open". Nevertheless, they are to be aimed at. The flautist is, too, sometimes asked to perform other modes of articulation, such as the development of whistle tones, or whistling
and singing through. Some of these, in theory, require simultaneous embouchure positions which are contradictory. The flautist, thus, should negotiate between the conflicting position as best they can,
always striving !though not necessarily always succeeding!" to produce both sounds simultaneously.

When this notation is given, the flautist does not breath through the instrument, but instead produces regular key clicks into the mouth cavity, in which they should be allowed to resound. The lower staff
here denotes the distance from the mouth !from distant through ‘ord.’, the normal distance, to closed against the open mouth". The mouth itself should be kept as open as possible, in the vowel shapes
indicated, to allow the key clicks to resonate.
Bass clarinet
Like the flute, the bass clarinet requires a ‘block’ to close off the bell. The bell section of a trombone stand is probably the best readily available option for this purpose, though it may be necessary to wrap it
in towels, or something similar, to help protect the bell of the bass clarinet. It is of paramount importance that the block has a tight seal, such that no air escapes from the clarinet bell when the block is in
place. The clarinettist should also use rubber bands to close all the keys of ‘body two’ of the clarinet. Hair bands, if they are tight enough, are also suitable for this purpose !and have the benefit of being less
abrasive against the mechanism of the instrument". Since the players will occasionally be asked to release keys in ‘body two’, it is vital that they are firm enough to achieve a tight seal, but not so tight that
they cannot be moved when indicated.

When this notation is given, o, h, and c indicate that the bell should be open !with the block removed far enough that the instrument can sound ‘normally’", half$closed, or fully closed !so that no sound can
be released through the bell". When all keys are closed, air should be released back through the mouth; when keys are opened, air should be released through the key. When the bell is opened during such
periods, release of air moves from through either mouth or key, through to bell or bell and key. The player is sometimes asked to develop multiphonics. The specific multiphonics are not determined !and, in
any case, are unpredictable because of the complex results of closing and opening the bell", but where the instruction ‘develop multiphonic!s"’ is given, the player should try to avoid upper partials as much as
possible, while still aiming at relatively ‘pure’ pitches. Where ‘develop upper partials’ is indicated, a general contour shows the shaping of those partials, though no specific pitches are indicated. The player
should attempt to follow the contour given in a continuous line whenever possible.
Trumpet
The trumpet will require cup, bucket, and harmon mutes. The trumpeter is called upon to produce a number of extended production techniques%triple pedal tones, flageolet !or whistle" tones, and split
tones%alongside the ‘normal’ production of sound. Alongside these techniques, the trumpet is also asked to produce gentle ‘lip pops’, which require little more than the ‘popping’ of the lips into the mouth
piece !and almost no air entering into the body of the instrument". The are given in clusters in the score: the player need not produce the exact number indicated; the clusters simple should the general shape
of such events. These ‘pops’ are sometimes given alongside%and at the same time as%flageolets. The two modes of production should be allowed to interfere with one another, such the flageolets are
‘broken’ by pops and pops allowed to become flageolet attacks. No specific pitches are given for flageolets; the player should simply endeavour to follow the general contour

Piano
The pianist is sometimes required to produce an escapement ‘clunk’. This is achieved by depressing the keys silently until they reach the ‘bite point’ of moving the hammer, then depressing more firmly. The
‘clunk’ of the mechanism should thus be audible. The player should endeavour to emphasise the sound of this clunk while avoiding any strings sounding !though should a string inadvertently sound, this is
fine!". Often, the chances of a string sounding are reduced by the strings being stopped dead with the palm. Notes given with a line in between them indicate clusters !both white and black keys". The player
is also often called upon to produce string harmonics, where the string is stopped between two of the more strongly resonant notes. In these situations, the more complex the resulting set of pitches, the
better.
Guitar
The guitarist will require !at least!" two picks. At some points, one is required in each hand.

When this notation is given, the strings should be stopped at the pitches shown, and an extremely slow pick scrape undertaken behind the fingers, such that what is audible are single ‘pops’ on the winding of
the strings. It is not necessary that the pops occur at the time on each string. Indeed, it is preferable for there to be some sense of unevenness, so the ‘pops’ do not occur at regular intervals.

When this notation is given, the strings should be stopped at the pitches shown, and the pick !with the tip of the pick positioned between the two strings" slid along the strings as indicated. The point at
which the pick makes initial contact with the strings should, on each occasion, be slightly exaggerated, such that a quiet attack is heard !though am absolutely specific position of attack is not determined".

When this notation is given, the string should be bent sideways !as if a pitch bend on, for instance, an electric guitar" either with the flat side of a pick or with the flat part of a fingernail. The right hand
should attack irregularly with a second pick ordinario.

When this notation is given, both hands should be used to slide the pick along two strings, with the tip of the pick positioned between the two strings as above. The clef given shows where on the body the
pick slide should take place. As above, the point at which the pick makes initial contact with the strings should, on each occasion, be slightly exaggerated, such that a quiet attack is heard !though am
absolutely specific position of attack is not determined".

Percussion
For the most part, the percussion notation should be self$explanatory. Soft mallets should be used throughout, where another mode of attack is not indicated, in short ensuring that the resulting sound is
produced as quietly as possible, while still being clear. There is one exception to this general rule, which is in the case of the crash cymbal. A 15” cymbal should be used, but should not be a stand, but instead
held aloft on the fingers of the left hand !looking almost like a parody of a waiter carrying a plate!". Attacks are produced by a firm tap on the side of the cymbal with the fingers of the other hand.
Strings
It is possible to perform the violin part either in normal position, under the chin, or in gamba position, with the body of the instrument in the lap. The latter is probably more comfortable, but if the former
is chosen by the player, indications of bow direction given in the score should be reversed.

When this notation is given, the string should be touched at harmonic !or, if more successful, half$harmonic" pressure at the minor third on the lowest string. With the bow just over the fingerboard, it is
possible to find a subharmonic multiphonic !with a pitch range of circa a major third". It is this sound which is the one to be aimed at, although the bow will only sometimes be in exactly the right position to
allow it to sound. Moreover, the player is always required to take a single bow stroke for production of this sound, which may sometimes result in exaggeratedly slow bow motion !thus preventing the
effective sounding this multiphonic". Throughout such events, the player should always strive to produce the multiphonic, even when the specific instructions explicitly make this impossible. The sounds
which result from this attempt are those which are intended! The lower stave indicates bow position from !at the top of the stave" where the fingerboard meets the body to !at the bottom of the stave" the
bridge.

When this notation is given, the string should be touched at harmonic pressure, where indicated between the fingerboard and the bridge. Wherever the finger position is static, it should be placed between
two harmonic nodes, such that the string will try to resonate both simultaneously !both will, therefore, sound, sometimes together". Both upper and lower staves denote the same part of the body of the
instrument, from the end of the fingerboard !in the top space" to the bridge !on the bottom line", with the upper stave indicated finger position and the lower stave indicating the position of the bow.

When this notation is given, the tailpiece should be bowed at the position indicated !the left$hand is not in contact with the instrument, except to steady it if need be". At the correct pressures and locations,
subharmonics will sound. These should be regarded as the central sounds within this technique and should be privileged as much as possible, though the other sounds which result from the technique%
especially those where the string meets the tailpiece%are also intended. Though it is, of course, not always possible to achieve this, it is preferable for the string instrument to have no fine tuners, so that it is
possible to move freely and fluidly between tailpiece and string. However, in the event that the instrument does have fine tuners, the player should endeavour to prevent their interference with free motion as
much as possible.

When this notation is given, the end screw and part of the frog should be inserted between the strings indicated !the clef shows the section of the strings between the bridge and the tailpiece". The end screw
and frog should be gently tapped against the strings !the end screw against the lower of the two strings shown" in an alternating pattern as rapidly and regularly as is comfortable. Naturally, this is much easier
with larger instruments, where there is greater space between the strings. The lines shown indicate motion along the strings, which will alter the resultant pitches.

